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Abstract— Nowadays, the global energy crisis has been encouraging the development of renewable energy. Biomass has emerged as one of the most attractive renewable energy sources in Indonesia. Compared with fossil fuels, biomass is available in abundant quantity, renewable, and non-toxic. Pyrolitic, a method to process biomass, was performed in a household cook stove (also known as a pyrolitic stove). The pyrolitic stove will be developed as an option for substituting traditional cook stove improve the thermal efficiency. In this study, the pyrolitic of twigs of Indonesian teak in the pyrolitic stove was investigated. The influence of bottom air apertures on the household pyrolitic stove performance was studied. It was found that the decreasing number of bottom air apertures resulted in a longer leg-phase of temperature change, higher char yield, lower ash yield, and energy recovery. However, the temperature change was only slightly affected by one-third open outer air apertures condition. According to the condition performed in this study, 60 bottom air apertures in the stove provided an optimum energy recovery for cooking.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Biomass is a potential natural resource spread all over the world. In tropical countries, its availability is very abundant, and it takes an important role to meet the needs of people [1]. Energy conversion is one of the top concerned issues for utilizing biomass surrounded by increasing energy consumption and fossil fuel depletion [2]. Developing energy and energy supports from biomass gives new spirit providing sustainability of feedstock, non-toxicity of products and environmental friendly [3], [4]. The use of biomass-derived fuels also keeps the carbon cycle in the atmosphere, zero-carbon accumulation, which is reducing global climate change effects [5]. To support this concept, management of biomass availability has to be created, i.e., in the forest [6] and municipal solid waste [7].

Historically, biomass has been used as fuel, which is still limited to the traditional way of using cook stove. Biomass combustion in traditional cook stove is identically inefficient and incomplete, generating hazardous gaseous and particulate matter emissions [8]. They have an impact on the health of exposed people, especially in indoor condition. The hazardous gaseous emitted from incomplete burning, such as carbon monoxide (CO), are firmly causing several diseases related to cardiovascular and pulmonary [9]. Then, the particulate matter will disrupt human respiratory system [10], causing many people to die per year [11].

Household pyrolitic stove is developed as an option for substituting traditional cook stove. This proposed stove is expected to optimize biomass pyrolitic to increase thermal efficiency and completion of biomass burning. Before combustion process, organic material in biomass is decomposed thermally to convert solid-form hydrocarbon into the liquid-form hydrocarbon, called pyrolitic [12]. This process will be followed by gasification, which is producing gaseous products [13], such as hydrogen, carbon monoxide, methane, and carbon dioxide. They are then entirely burned force more heat extraction from biomass.

One of simple household pyrolitic stove design is illustrated in Fig. 1. Categorized into TLUD (Top-Lit Updraft) gasified configuration, this stove consists of one inner cylinder and one outer cylinder. Combustion and pyrolitic of biomass are performed inside the inner cylinder. During pyrolitic, oxygen is supplied from primary air apertures (holes) under the limited condition to ensure oxygen supply, besides preventing more combustion. Furthermore, oxygen is also needed for burning gaseous products in the secondary air apertures.

Evaluation of the household pyrolitic stove performance is done by investigating the variables influencing heat
extraction of biomass in a pyrolitic stove. In this study, the influence of bottom air apertures on the pyrolitic process was studied. Improvement of the thermal efficiency of the stove was achieved by optimizing the energy recovery for cooking. Biomass used as feedstock was twig of teak from Yogyakarta, which is one of residue from teak cultivation.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Materials

The material used as a feedstock was twigs of teak from Wonosari, Yogyakarta, Indonesia. The average twig diameter of 1.9219 cm, which was distributed as in Table 1, was sliced in 6 cm length. After cutting process, the water in the sliced twig was removed by drying it at a temperature of 110 °C in the oven to obtain constant mass. It was then stored in the closed container at room temperature. The sample of the twig was analyzed by a proximate and ultimate method to characterize the feedstocks. Kerosene as burning initiator was obtained from PT. Pertamina. Water for measuring thermal efficiency was obtained from the Chemical Engineering Department, Universitas Gadjah Mada.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean diameter, cm</th>
<th>Mass, g</th>
<th>Mass fraction</th>
<th>Mean diameter x Mass fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>4,533.84</td>
<td>0.2061</td>
<td>0.3298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>11,322.54</td>
<td>0.5148</td>
<td>0.9781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>6,138.54</td>
<td>0.2791</td>
<td>0.6140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>21,994.92</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.9219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: measured in the wet condition

B. Methods

All performance tests were conducted in 20 cm x 40 cm (diameter x height) stove, as shown in Fig. 2, at Energy Conservation and Pollution Prevention Laboratory, Chemical Engineering Department, Universitas Gadjah Mada. This stove applies natural airflow, without a fan in the bottom, through outer air apertures. Then, the airflows toward primary air apertures (diameter of 3/4 in. per aperture), bottom air apertures (diameter of 1/16 in. per aperture), and secondary air apertures (diameter of 1/4 in. per aperture). Parameter evaluated in this paper was bottom air apertures with various numbers of 60, 18 and 0 apertures. The experiment was repeated by three times. Prepared twig sample of 750 grams (m0) was fed into pyrolitic stove and thermocouple was placed to reach the wall of inner cylinder for measuring temperature.

Kerosene was given into the biomass sample, and the burning was initiated. Kerosene was still put gradually to stabilize combustion. Initial time (t0) and initial temperature (T0) was determined after the combustion was stable without additional kerosene, as shown in Fig. 3. On the top of the stove, a pan containing 1 liter of water (V0) and thermometer were prepared. The temperature of the inner cylinder wall was noted every 2.5 minutes for 45 minutes. After the fire was going out (tend), the remaining volume of water, the temperature of water, the remaining mass of charcoal and ash was noted as Vend, Tend, mchar and mash, respectively. Energy recovery for cooking (Ecok) was calculated by using Equation 1 [14]:

![Fig. 1 Design of household pyrolitic stove](image1)

![Fig. 2 Equipment setting of the pyrolitic stove](image2)
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The percentage of energy recovery for cooking was then approximated by comparing it with total combustion energy of volatile matter composition as methane. Standard enthalpy of combustion of methane was $-890.4 \text{ kJ/mol}$ (equal with $-13,356 \text{ cal/g}$) [15].

\[
E_{\text{cook}} = \frac{\left[ \rho V_o c_p (T_0 - T_{\text{end}}) + \rho (V_o - V_{\text{end}}) \Delta H_f \right]}{m_o} \tag{1}
\]

The thermal process also produced a solid by-product, namely char, and ash. Char was composed of fixed carbon, while ash was composed of inorganic matter in biomass sample [16]. A sample of teak had a lower trend on char and ash composition than other biomass. As a comparison, cornstalk and *Chlorella sp.* had char composition of 16.65 %wt and 15.42 %wt, respectively, and ash composition of 7.15 %wt and 6.48 %wt, respectively [17].

Dry biomass also had a moisture content, which expressed the quantity of water in mass unit per mass of dry biomass sample that cannot be removed after the convection drying process. Compared to cornstalk and *Chlorella sp.* [17], the teak sample had a higher moisture content. During the thermal process, the moisture content will take energy for transforming into gas, thus reducing the heating value of biomass.

Furthermore, biomass characteristics from the ultimate analysis will specify raw materials efficacy as a fuel or other functions. The component compositions of the sample were almost the same as wood stem [16]. This composition refers the suitable efficacy of sample as fuel because of high carbon content and low sulfur content. The energy conversion from low sulfur content resources will promote in reducing acid rain effect.

### A. Biomass Characterization

To evaluate the compositions and properties, the dry twig of Indonesian teak sample, an elemental and proximate analysis was performed. The proximate analysis estimates the volatile matter, moisture, ash content, and char content whereas elemental (ultimate) analysis determines the elemental composition, such as O, H, N, S, et cetera. The results of the proximate and ultimate analysis for the teak sample used in this study were presented in Table 2. From Table 2, a high volatile matter content in teak samples (77.58 %wt) expressed high, released part of samples in the form of gases during the thermal process. This released part was then mixed with air and burned for converting it into energy directly by combustion or by a thermal process indirectly.

**Table II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elemental analysis*</th>
<th>Composition, %wt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon (C)</td>
<td>48.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen (O)</td>
<td>44.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen (H)</td>
<td>6.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen (N)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur (S)</td>
<td>(trace)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proximate analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volatile matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Char</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Dry-ash free

**B. Temperature Change**

The measured inner cylinder temperatures correlated with time during heat extraction process in the stove are presented in Fig. 4. Temperature trend showed the log-phase in the early time, log-phase reaching peak temperature in the mid time range and cooling-phase at the end of the time range. Initial energy from initial biomass combustion was used to remove water content in biomass in the log-phase. In the log-phase, the temperature was rising quickly, and biomass was dominantly pyrolyzed. In cooling-phase, the temperature was then decreasing and isolation from the air prevented in char burning [14].
Fig. 4 Effect of bottom air apertures on the inner cylinder temperature: (a) fully open apertures; (b) 2/3 open apertures; (c) 1/3 open apertures
As shown in Fig. 4(a), the differences in temperature change in inner cylinder in bottom air apertures of 60 and 18 are insignificant when outer air apertures are fully open. On the other hand, no bottom air aperture would influence leg-phase of temperature change. This case required longer initial biomass heating than the results of 60 and 18 bottom air apertures. No bottom air aperture would reduce air supply in the stove and limit the combustion of biomass, resulting in limitation of energy to vaporize moisture and obtain pyrolitic phase.

When the outer air apertures were 2/3 open, as shown in Fig. 4(b), a slightly different trend of zero and 18 bottom air apertures was observed. Meanwhile, the trend of ΔT graph of 18 and 60 apertures was significantly different. The peak point of 18 bottom air apertures was 376 °C, with an error value of ±27.4 °C, and the peak point of 60 bottom air apertures was 437 °C, with an error value of ±21.0 °C. The error bar of each variable of bottom air apertures that represented the deviation of temperature measurement at any time during pyrolitic stove operation.

On the other hand, as shown in Figure. 4(c), 1/3 open outer air apertures show the slight different trend, including error bar consideration, in all variable of bottom air apertures. The results indicated that the temperature change of stove was only slightly affected by bottom air apertures. Moreover, the minimum air supply from the atmosphere caused the minimum distribution of air in the stove, which was tending to the same graphics flow. Thus, at any condition of outer air apertures, 60 bottom air apertures achieved the optimum condition. However, the observation of other parameters was needed to ensure the conclusion of bottom air apertures effect.

C. Total Time of Fire

Total time of the fire was described as the length of fire from secondary air apertures. It was calculated by finding the time from measured the initial time \( t_0 \) to the final measured time \( t_{end} \). As can be seen in Figure 5, under any condition of outer air apertures, the total time of fire slightly decreased when the number of bottom air apertures was increased. The higher number of bottom air apertures increases the pyrolytic and rapid oxidation, which leads to faster fire distribution. However, the deviation value of the total time of the fire at any number of bottom air apertures and any outer air apertures condition was very high. It was suggested that the fired length in the pyrolitic stove was unpredictable and its control was also complicated. Thus, the optimum condition of pyrolitic stove operation was determined by evaluating other parameters, such as solid by-product formation and energy recovery.

D. Solid By-product Yield

The solid by-product is one of the parameters to evaluate the performance of this stove. Fig. 6 illustrates the influence of the number of bottom air apertures on solid by-product yield, char (a) and ash (b) yield. It is indicated that as the number of bottom air apertures decreased, the char yield increased. More bottom air apertures would supply more oxygen in the air to pyrolytic and oxidize biomass rapidly, causing this phenomenon. Otherwise, the trend of ash yield was declining with the decreasing in the number of bottom air apertures. Combustion of solid fuel, besides organic matter, would also react inorganic matter with oxygen to generate inorganic oxide in the form of ash. Thus, the formation of ash was inversely proportional to char formation, which is directly proportional to the combustion process.
E. Energy Recovery

The effect of bottom air apertures on the energy recovery for cooking ($E_{\text{cook}}$) is presented in Fig. 6, representing the total of sensible and vaporization heat of water in the pan. The optimum cooking energy recovery was 489.54 kcal/kg biomass at 60 bottom air apertures and fully open outer air apertures. From the value of energy recovery in Fig. 7, the percentage of energy recovery was then estimated by comparing with total combustion energy of volatile matter as methane, shown in Fig. 8. The average percentage of energy recovery was still very low (4.01%) and raising by supplying more air into the inner cylinder.

Energy recovery was directly correlated with the combustion process. One of the essential factors was oxygen availability, promoting complete combustion of fuel, lowering char yield, raising ash yield and energy recovery. However, the results indicated a slight relation to a temperature change of inner cylinder, which was influenced by the distribution of air.

![Fig. 7 Effect of bottom air apertures on cooking energy recovery](image)

![Fig. 8 Effect of bottom air apertures on the percentage of cooking energy recovery](image)

IV. CONCLUSION

The performance of pyrolitic stove associated with bottom air apertures effect was reported in this paper. The decreasing in the number of bottom air apertures correlated with reducing of oxygen supply and distribution in the stove. These phenomena would affect the longer leg-phase of temperature change, higher char yield, lower ash yield, and energy recovery. However, temperature change in the condition of one-third open outer air apertures indicated only a slight effect of bottom air apertures because of the minimum distribution of air in the stove. Furthermore, it was found that 60 bottom air apertures provided the maximum energy recovery for cooking.

NOMENCLATURE

- $c_p$: Specific heat of water, kcal/(kg°C)
- $E_{\text{cook}}$: Energy recovery for cooking, kcal/kg
- $m_0$: Initial mass of twig sample, kg
- $m_{\text{char}}$: Remaining mass of charcoal, kg
- $m_{\text{ash}}$: Remaining mass of ash, kg
- $T_0$: Initial temperature, °C
- $T_{\text{end}}$: Final temperature, °C
- $t_0$: Initial time, min
- $t_{\text{end}}$: Final time, min
- $V_0$: Initial volume of water, m³
- $V_{\text{end}}$: Remaining volume of water, m³
- $\rho$: Water density, kg/m³
- $\Delta H_v$: Vaporization enthalpy change of water, kcal/kg
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